NOT ACCORDING TO EDISON

IP THOMAS A. EDISON'S widely dis¬
cussed

have
questionnaires for employees
at least they

achieved no other results,
have roused public interest in the what

anff «vhy of psychology.
"What is the use of such tests, anyway?"
is a question that has been asked by many
pei*sons after reading the crisp and widely
varied queries in the list sent out from Mr,
Edison's business establishment.
In this instance the question is legitimate
enough, for experts are agreed that Mr.a Edi¬
son's questionnaires do not constitute real
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"Pçrhaps the questions given out in the
newspapers achieved the results Mr. Edison
was after." said Professor Samuel B. Heckman, director of the educational clinic at the
College of the City of New York, where thou¬
sands of psychological tests are given to
school children and to groups and individuals
lent by the welfare organizations of the city.
'The questions given by Mr. Edison were not

".«

A group of school teachers at the Edu¬
cational Clinic of the College of the

City of New York, learning how to
give questionnaires to public school
children from kindergarten to high
school grades

alor.g standard psychological lines, however.
They called for a retentive memory for dis¬
sociated facts, which may be useful to some
and totally useless to anybody else. It is

greater to know where to find such facts than

of intelligence tests until the
psychology to the grading of

to remember them. It is like the faculty for
quotation. One man may be able to quote
freely from his reading. A better educated
man, perhaps, will not be able to quote at
all, but will know where to find the quotations
needed. The high grade man cannot burden
his mind with a great mass of facts, but muet
know when to apply such facts. It is true that
we must have a knowledge of a certain num¬
ber of facts on which to base our knowledge,
but many facts in Mr. Edison's tests were not
fundamental. It may be, of course, that his

The Old Educational Process of Driving Square Pegs in Round Hole*
»

"amazingly ignorant."
Under the present system of education it is
pointed out that too many young people are al¬
lowed to wander along wrong paths in hit-ormiss fashion. Psychology seems to offer at
least a partial relief to the age-old problem of
the square* peg and the round hole. Psychologi¬

cal examinations of students in groups and sin¬
gly and carried out by experts, it is said, will
effect a readjustment which is bound to help
the student who is "amazingly ignorant" mere¬
ly because he has been plugging away at the
things for which nature never fitted him.
Education is tending that way. There are
vocational aids in many public schools to-day.
Dr. Heckman has a class of undergraduates
who are studying the application of psychology
and next year the College of the City of New
York will offer a course in psychological tests
for the benefit of teachers.
"The aim is to put students on the right
path," said Dr Heckman. "Intelligence tests
can be practically applied in suggestions for
further education and for vocational guidance
after one gets out of school. It should be em¬
phasized that such tests are not perfect. No
one claims that, but they do show general ten¬
dencies much better than anything else yet
devised."
Dr. Heckman quoted two examples showing
the application of intelligence tests in a voca¬
tional way.
In one of these instances a man, probably
twenty-five years old, came to the attention of
those conducting the educational clinic at
City College. He was determined to be a court
reporter and had struggled determinedly
through his school years with that goal in
view. An intelligence test convinced Dr.
Heckman that the man belonged in the gen¬
eral grade that dc?s well in a subordinate
capacity. He might have struggled on a few
more years and wound up as a second-rate
stenographer, but he could hope for nothing
better. An opportunity arose for him to take
3 tivil service examination for a clerkship in

branch of the government service.a post
that carried moderate responsibilities and that
was within his mental range. The man was
asked if he would not rather have such a posi¬
tion and get through life without constant
struggle and worry, rather than go on battling
for something for w*hich nature had not fitted
him. He saw the matter in its right light
and took the examination, and is convinced
now that he did the sensible thing.
"In another case," said Dr. Heckman, "a
father brought his boy to me. The boy had
been through the eighth grade and the father
wanted to send him to a manual training
s*shool. I found that the boy was of excep¬
tionally high-grade intelligence. I told the
father that there was no question about the

must provide courses to meet the needs of dif¬
ferent types of children. The big problem is
the general direction of children in education
and occupation.
"Psychology helps also in the question of

a

boy succeeding

behavior, although that is

reality has the intellect of a nineyear-old. Yet he is expected to behave like
a fourteen-year-old.
He should be in the
sixth grade but has a fourth-grade men¬
tality. The teacher complains that he is rest¬

less and gets others into trouble. He plays
truant and is generally something of a prob¬
lem for all concerned. An intelligence test
soon shows that such a boy belongs in the
fourth grade, where he v^'ill be taught some¬
thing that he can comprehend and where ftis
interest will be challenged. In the upper grade
he does not know what he is being taught.
Everything is hazy in his mind, and he seeks
other outlets for his activity.
"Or take the reverse of such a case. We find
a boy who has a mentality that fits him for
a grade much in advance of the one in which
he has been placed. He, too, is restless and
dissatisfied in school. Nothing interests him,
and he finds relief in making mischief. We
suggest in such a case that the student be
advanced to the class to which his mentality
entitles him. Generally it will be found that
when the student is rightly placed the com¬
plaints will be heard no more."
The educational clinic at the College of the
City of New York has been called a service
station for the city's school children. The
children who are sent there are not subnormal.
In general, they are children who furnish
school problems, because, like the cases that
have been outlined, they have not been placed
in the proper paths. Last year more than
1,100 children were examined at the clinic.
In the case of a very young child a test is
completed irt about ÎJ0 minutes. In the case of
older children probably forty-five minutes is
the average. Toys and mechanical apparatus

in manual

telligence necessary to success

in general high
school work," said Dr. Heckman. "We may
not be able to catalogue them absolutely, but
we can say with a pretty high degree of ac¬
curacy where they belong. It is not argued
that any of them should be kept out of school
altogether. Our system of education should
provide courses to fit all needs. In fact, the
schools are providing these now, in part. For

have

domestic science courses
and manual training and commercial courses.
Manual training courses require a different
kind of intelligence. Boys do splendidly there
who would fail, perhaps, in an academic
course. They can work with their hands, but
cannot work with symbols and ideas. We
we

secondary prob¬

who in

training, but that
such work would not satisfy him. He would
not be happy and constantly stimulated in
such work, and I advised the father to allow
him to enter college and prepare for a profes¬
sional career. Just what that career might be
would bn determined by the boy's own choice
and by opportunity, but it was clear that he
belonged in the general professional class.
This was done, and the father has thanked me
for the advice.
"I believe all boys and girls should be ex¬
amined to find if they have the level of in¬

example,

a

lem," continued Dr. Heckman. "For instance,
we may get a fourteen-year-old boy in school

our

used in

getting the child at ease in his sur¬
roundings. Replacing the parts of a picture
puzzle may get the child's confidence restored.
are

Some

one

of the standard scales for establish¬

ing the mental age is used.usually the Binet
intelligence scale, or in the case of children of
eleven or more years of age, the Yerkes point
scale

or

the Stanford revision scale. Various

supplementary tests are always used in order
to make a diagnosis of the child's mental
status.

Not
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entered -the army. The nation was confronted
with a huge problem in the sudden mobilizing
of millions of men of all grades of education
and intelligence. The psychologists of the
country came to the rescue, and what is known
This test,
as the "army test" is the result.
with all its additions and improvements, soon
established some facts that were pleasant and
some that were not so agreeable. It placed
the men in groups, where they belonged, and
it did so quickly. It showed that nearly 30
per cent of the 1,556,011 men for whom sta¬
tistics are available were unable to "read and
to understand newspapers and to write letters
home." Such men had to be given a special
examination prepared for illiterate«.
The psychological testing as carried out in

questionnaires achieved the results that were
sought, but they should not be confused with
psychological tests."
In the opinion of Dr. Heckman a more gen¬
eral application of the principles of psychol¬

ogy in the grammar schools and in high school
will do much to reduce the number of colle¬
gians whose inability to answer certain ques¬
tions caused Mr. Edison to allude to them as

application of
men

only are children sent from all the city's

schools.children who, under old conditions,
would simply flounder into worse conditions.
but the welfare organizations of New York are

finding the clinic at City College an indispen¬
sable aid. These organizations may even send
family groups for examination. A family may
prove to be the problem of some charitable
society. Before any effort is made to provide
work for such a family the children are sent
to the clinic for intelligence tests. Positions
are found in accordance with the intelligence
test ratings, and much effort and money are
saved to the institutions.
The educational clinic of the College of the
City of New York was established by the city
in 1913, and its development and expansion
have been materially aided by the Junior
League and the New York Foundation. Very
few adults are examined at the clinic, the chief
aim being the social and educational adjust¬
ment of children
"In the application of these intelligence tests
to school children," Dr. Heckman was asked:
"Have you found :.ny difference in the men¬
tality of boys and girls?"
"Not in the slightest, contrary to the old
notion that boys are smarter than girls," re¬
plied Dr. Heckman emphatically. "If there is
any reason to educate boys and girls separately
it must come from another reason than any
difference in mentality."
It is not generally understood how much the
World War did for the advance of psychology
in general. In this country little was known
.

the army, aided in segregating the mentally in¬
competent, classified men according to their
mental capacity, and assisted in selecting com¬
petent men for responsible positions.
These are the things which psychologists say
can be done in a general way. The same tests
which proved so efficient in the army are be¬
ing used to-day by examiners who deal with
adults. Such tests differ from the Edison
questionnaire in that their questions usually
are not direct, but aim to get results in a dif¬
ferent way than by out-and-out query and
answer.

Thus, instead of asking, in Edisonian form:
"Where do we get pearls?" the questionnaire
that is prepared along army lines will say:
/"Do pearls come from trees, mines, oysters or
sand?" The person of average intelligence
will answer such a question readily and easily,
but the person whose intelligence is low will
be apt to make a mistake. At the same time
he has been helped along a bit, mentally, and
is not left with his mind utterly blank, as in
the case of a straightforward question de¬
manding a similar answer.
fThe names of persons prove especially con¬
fusing in such questionnaires. Thus, when
an individual is asked: "Is Irvin Cobb an
author, lawyer, baseball player or politician?"
he is quite apt to get Cobb the author and
Cobb the baseball player confused, to the au¬
thor's detriment.
The aim of those who prepared the methods
for intelligence tests in the army was to
provide something that would fit every grade
of intellect. It was intended to provide ex¬
aminations that would indicate the men who
were of too low grade mentally to make any
progress whatsoever in the army, and also to
pick out exceptional types of men who could
be used for the special tasks that demanded
the highest degree 'of intelligence. The mere
fact that the war did not last long enough was
all that prevented this goal from being at¬
tained. But the psychologists came near
enough to their goal for all practical purposes.
Also they established a formula for intelli¬
gence tasting which is serving as the basis
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problems. It should make possible ^welasticity in the administration of »trttran.
requirements. These tests are not 108 n*.
cent perfect, but they are reliable ap t. »
certain point, and to that extent I am _ari|
dent that they are going to find a asenj] p¿p
in university administration, not only »H.
reference to the administration of admiation«*
but also in the guidance of «_t_._e_rt« in fo,
problems they are '.o face throughout their

academic career."
Men who passed the intelligence test in tk»
army and who were struck with the .as. of
its working and the readiness «with which great
masses of soldiers were given raaonaNy car
rect mental classification have paid serin«,
consideration to the application of some __.!«
plan in business. It is once more the «pestien
of getting the individual properly placed,.
in the army. The manufacturer who shift«
his men from one department to another until
he finds where they do the best is mere!.
working out the principles of psychology
though perhaps he is taking a long and t_.
pensive plan. An hour's examination it t_e
hands of a trained psychologist could tht
pretty thoroughly the general field in whir.
the individual belonged.
Since Alfred Binet brought out his etr!;
work on general intelligence tests in ISO'
much material has appeared, The Goddirc
revision of the Binet scale and the YerkesBridges point scale and the Stanford rtvisior
of the Binet scale represent three of the mor
important steps in individual testing.
The war gave an unequaled opportunity f«
wholesale testing in groups. It establish«
an excellent scale for testing the menttl
capacity of the average adult. The mane«
facturer, whether it is Mr. Edison in his Easi
Orange laboratory or Mr. Jones in his be«!
sugar factory out in California, who applies
an intelli«gence test to new employees is «im¬
ply trying to do what Uncle Sam had tod»in
the war.keep the square pegs out of the
round holes.
With the same system applied to the schonl?
from the kindergarten through the grammir
school, high school and college, perhaps Mr
Edison and Mr. Jones, the beet sugar mar

nate, wiil not complain about the "ama*m>:
many of the applicant, a:
Psychology promises to pu!
such men in the general paths which thev
should follow. It does not promise that »1!
will perform equally well on those paths
Some will advance rapidly and others will I«?

-.gnorance" of

so

their doors.

-but the

mere

fact that much blunderinp,
been sawd «ai

stumbling and groping have
be psychology's victory.

The Passing of the Squatter From the Island of Manhattan
--.

THESE pictures are printed for the
contrast which they show. That
at the left, a view at Broadway
and Hillside Avenue, Manhattan, com¬
bines a squatter's shack with a colosseum-like line of apartment houses. One
squatter's shack.one.was considered

..-..-¦

-..

news, the other
>

worth

day; its picture was
taking ; and the story of its occu¬

pant, an old man with a claim on the ad¬
jacent property, was considered worth
telling. Both story and picture were of
interest to modern New York, but in a
bygone age, and not so long ago, squat¬
ters' shacks in the upper districts of the
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city were the rule and not the newsy ex¬
ception. Instead of one shanty and a
row of modern dwellings, the camera
or the artist's pencil caught a chaos of
shanties and a solitary pioneer of brick
or stone. The picture on the right shows
the squatter period in its heyday, with
not even a two-story edifice in sight.

Not uptown was this, as we now know
uptown, but Forty-second Street, look¬
ing west from Second Avenue. The
time, 1869. It might be the outskirts
of Camelot, as described by Mark Twain
in "A Connecticut Yankee at King
Arthur's Courte, New York has swal¬
lowed this type of community life. It

was no pleasant morsel to swallow, and
it took a long time to digest. For years
the mansion and the hovel were neigh¬
bors. A census of goats and pigs would
have filled many pages. Plays were
built around the shack-dwellers, notably
those of Ned Harrigan, whose "Squatter
Sovereignty" will be remembered by all

old-timers. New Yorkers not yet in th*
old-timer class will recall Billy Barry*
"The Rising Generation." which also m
fleeted the life of the squatter. The set
ting of the first act showed a mans«*
high on one side of the stage and on tn*w
other a shanty with steps leading
to it.

